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This article examines the role of the European Union Peace II Fund and
the International Fund for Ireland in building the peace dividend in
Northern Ireland through the perspectives of the members of community
groups, local strategic partnerships and funding agencies, civil servants,
and development officers. It examines the views of ninety-eight study
participants regarding the sources of community development funding
and the accessibility of these funds. It analyzes their experiences with the
European Union Peace II Fund and the International Fund for Ireland
in the greater context of community development, peacebuilding, and
reconciliation in Northern Ireland and the Border communities.
When any ethnic conflict comes to an end, be it in Northern Ireland or in Bosnia,
the post-violence peacebuilding process can begin.1 International agencies have an
understanding of how to use foreign aid and humanitarian assistance to address
structural inequality and economic deprivation, and thus assist in building the peace
process in post-violent societies.2 There is awareness among donor agencies that “the
inequalities that cast a shadow over the prospects for peace include not only the
vertical disparities of class, but also horizontal divisions of race, ethnicity, religions
and regions.”3 The economic policies that exacerbated these political cleavages need
to be addressed to remedy past grievances.4 However, economic aid is not a panacea
and may escalate rather than de-escalate group tensions.5 It is very important that we
know what works and what does not work to improve the effectiveness of community
groups doing the hard work of achieving equity and peace in troubled communities.
In this study we explore whether the recipients of economic assistance in Northern
Ireland perceive the aid allocation process as allowing crucial peacebuilding work to
move forward.
In the summer of 2006, over a period of fifteen weeks, Sean Byrne carried out
extensive interviews with ninety-eight persons, including recipients of the aid, funding agency development officers, and senior civil servants managing the International
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Fund for Ireland (IFI) and the European Union (EU) Peace II fund in Belfast, Derry,
Dublin, and the Border counties. He accessed all of the EU Peace II- and/or IFIfunded community projects in Belfast, Derry, and the Border counties. He then
emailed or called all of the recent recipients of aid. He went down the list until he
had secured eighty-six community-group leaders, six development officers, and six
civil servants to interview between May and September 2006. The sample includes
a random selection of funded community development and peace projects representative of intra- and cross-community work, and people closely involved with the
operations of both funding agencies. Byrne interviewed sixty-six people from small,
volunteer-staffed groups, and twelve people from large groups. The respondents’
quotes are presented in their own words.
We begin by providing a review of the role of economic assistance in the
peacebuilding process. Next, we explore respondents’ perceptions of the process of
applying for funds, the suitability of project criteria, and the levels of bureaucratic
control over the funding process. To conclude, we examine the findings as they relate
to the role of economic aid in the peacebuilding process after violence.
Economic Assistance and Peacebuilding
As in Bosnia, Cyprus, El Salvador, Kosovo, Nicaragua, and Palestine, economic aid
is an integral part of the transformational peacebuilding initiatives in Northern
Ireland.6 New economic policies are addressing poverty, community marginalization, and sustainable post-violent development.7 However, as a result of cultural
and structural violence, economic development on its own may have little impact
on relationships between ethnic groups.8 A comprehensive multi-track peacebuilding process should also build trusting, cooperative, and beneficial interdependent
relationships to transform politics and forge a new peace culture.9
In Northern Ireland between 1921 and 1972, populist Unionist policies encouraged sectarianism in employment that led to Nationalist alienation and grievances.10
The violence and counter-violence surrounding protests by the Northern Ireland
Civil Rights Association (NICRA) led to a revamped Provisional Irish Republican
Army (PIRA) taking on the British army.11 British government economic policy
managed rather than addressed the underlying economic roots of the conflict; this
left a despondent and distrustful working class that turned to rival Loyalist and
Republican paramilitaries.12
In 1985, the British and Irish governments created the International Fund for
Ireland (IFI) to promote socioeconomic development and reconciliation in areas
suffering from the highest levels of unemployment and economic deprivation in
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Northern Ireland.13 This international treaty was fully endorsed and supported by
the U.S. Congress. Shortly after the Loyalist and Republican reciprocal ceasefires,
the European Union (EU) voted on April 6, 1995 to create the Special Support
Program for Peace and Reconciliation, or Peace I fund. Peace I (1995–1997) sought
to promote reconciliation by increasing economic development and social inclusion,
and also to shore up the peace process and the Good Friday Agreement (GFA).14 The
subsequent Peace II fund (1997–2006) had a greater focus on reconciliation and
cross-community contact. We turn now to the respondents’ reflective stories with
regard to the impacts of both funding agencies on the peace process.
Perceptions of the Funding Application Processes
Northern Ireland’s community groups that need funding for their peacebuilding work
are often required to go through gruelling application processes. Community-group
leaders’ perceptions of this pressure-filled make-it-or-break-it process are reflected
poignantly in the interview narratives. The following discussion reveals widespread
frustration with the process, stemming from struggles with the funding application
forms, inappropriate funding criteria, and excessive bureaucratic controls. However,
many of the study participants reflected positively on the supports available for those
enduring the application process and suggested further improvements to support
structures.
Application Process
A majority of community-group leaders described the funding application process as
an intimidating and discouraging hurdle in their organizations’ efforts to build peace.
A statement by a community-group leader from County Cavan is representative of
many of the study’s participants:
It was crazy. There was an awful lot of hassle with that application now
and I would caution any group that goes to look at a Peace application.
Two salient themes emerged in this widely expressed sentiment: overly “academic”
application forms and time-consuming processes.
First, because the application forms were seen to be overly “academic” in nature,
groups not versed in governmental aid and development jargon were perceived to
be handicapped in the application process. A Border-area community-group leader
described her thoughts in the following way:
The problem I would have with those forms as well is that you could be
an excellent group and you could have an excellent proposal, but you
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don't have the academic language. I sometimes think they skim through
these application forms and they go, “Oh ‘capacity building’—five points,
‘empowerment’—five points,” and they look for the buzzwords in it . . . .
Several community-group leaders lamented not having qualified staff able to navigate
the application’s jargon requirements. Perhaps most worrisome was the perception
that the community groups working in areas most affected by the Troubles might
have a staff with lower-than-average educational attainment. A community-group
leader from the city of Derry wondered
. . . how you can square the fact that the very people the funding should
be trying hardest to help may be with the people who are the least able to
complete the funding applications.
Indeed, several participants noted that significant pockets of disadvantaged
Protestant Unionist communities were struggling with, or outright avoiding, the
application process.
Second, because of the length of the application forms and the extensive information-gathering requirements, many organizations struggled over the amount of
time required by both the IFI and EU Peace II funding applications. A communitygroup leader from County Cavan shared his insight on the topic:
You wonder at times, is it worth getting it, if you compare the amount of
time and work that goes into it, and the amount of reporting afterwards.
When you weigh it all up, it might not always be the most suitable form
of funding.
Over half of the respondents noted that smaller groups and groups staffed with
volunteers were most affected by the daunting amount of time required to prepare a funding application form. A leader from a Border-area community group
explained:
One of the problems I see in it is that, for a small organization looking
for a small amount of support, it is a daunting task, and in particular
where they have only voluntary people in a voluntary organization and
they have nobody with time to do it, it is fairly daunting, the whole
application process.
Thus, larger, well-resourced groups were seen as privileged in the funding application competition. In order to address time concerns, one participant proposed a
two-tiered application process: groups vying for larger amounts of funding would
enter a more complex application process while groups requesting smaller amounts
would face simpler application requirements.
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Not all respondents, however, perceived the application process as difficult and
frustrating. One-third of those interviewed found the process straightforward and
even pointed out benefits for their organizations. One successful applicant from
Derry described the applications’ role in ensuring that abstract project ideas are
cemented in reality and are in fact implementable:
I think that the applications are good in that they make you examine
exactly what your project is about—so if you have just got a concept or
an idea, it actually makes you work through a lot in your head, which is
excellent.
Another Derry community-group leader noted how the application process forced
those within his organization to grapple with their work’s role in the peace and
reconciliation process:
But what I will say though is that some of the Peace and Reconciliation
questions would be things that we wouldn't tend to discuss in our dayto-day working—things like “Horizontal Principles” and the notion of
using your work for peacemaking ends or towards reconciliation is a bit
new to most organizations.
A difficult introspective process such as completing funding applications may allow
new possibilities for peacebuilding to take root in the ethos of an organization.
Support for the Application Process
In response to these challenges, over three-quarters of the community-group leaders
and funding agency staff highlighted the crucial need for appropriate support structures and processes. A civil servant from Derry warned potential applicants against
being dissuaded from applying for funding as long as support networks are in place:
So while there is a perception out there that the forms are a barrier, they
are only a barrier if the right support mechanisms haven't been put in
place for it.
Central to funding support mechanisms is the provision of field development
officers by funding bodies. In the interview narratives, the majority of communitygroup leaders identified several key support services provided by the development
officers. Prior to applying, development officers were perceived as key to linking community groups with potential funding bodies—especially in communities some distance from administrative centres such as Belfast. Development officers also provided
preliminary investigation into project feasibility in order to prevent wasted time on
applications. Training workshops in application-writing skills provided confidence
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for some groups to venture into the painful application process—especially groups in
harder-to-reach communities and less-organized Protestant Unionist communities.
Further, development officers assisted some community groups in establishing an
organizational structure, constitution, and action plan.
Some respondents, however, were quite critical of support structures—especially
within the EU Peace II funding body. Development officers were perceived by twothirds of the community-group leaders as being bogged down with too many applications, unreasonable levels of bureaucracy, and expansive areas of coverage. A leader
of a religious community group in Belfast revealed his perceptions of bureaucratic
impediments in available support structures:
My limited experience of the development officers from the European
situation is that they too, it felt to me, were being heavily monitored, that
there was a sense in which, which may be related to us, they were always
looking over their shoulders.
When asked to compare support processes within the IFI and EU Peace II funding structures, a couple of participants noted superior support when applying for IFI
monies. An administrator from a County Leitrim community group commented in
the following way:
So I think that if you ask me to pick from one of the two funders and
their application processes, I would pick the IFI straight away.
A community-group leader from Belfast explained the perceived superior support
for IFI funding as rooted in a focus on relationship building:
They do come along and their key people on the ground, they build
relationships with them. There's a definite spending time with you, to get
to know the character of the organization, not just its successes on paper,
but its stories on the ground. . . . There's a definite relational networking
and tone to their assessment.
Recommendations to improve support mechanisms for funding applicants were
consistent with these perceptions. Community-group leaders thought it crucial for
development officers to understand the local context and peacebuilding needs, and
to maintain a relationship with the community organizations.
Funding Criteria
By establishing appropriate criteria for peacebuilding funding in Northern Ireland,
funding organizations are hoping to further reconciliation in the conflict-affected region. However, badly chosen criteria may in fact hinder much-needed peacebuilding
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in that funds will be directed away from constructive project work and into projects
having little or no lasting effect on the conflict zone. Many of the participants in this
study believed that the funding criteria were deficient, and they voiced several sharp
criticisms of the criteria used to assess their funding applications.
Over half of the participants perceived the funding criteria as not relevant to
the reality on the ground. For example, a Belfast community-group leader expressed
concern that those working at the policy level within the EU Peace II funding
administration were setting abstract criteria that were disjointed from the complex
peacebuilding requirements on the streets of Belfast:
. . . the criteria that they often set, that seemed to be a bit abstract at
times. The criteria was often unrelated to the realities on the ground . . .
but the feeling apparent from it was a very bureaucratic, a very rational
approach to complex issues. And very often people filling in application
forms, I think, find the criteria abstract, convoluting, sometimes even
contradictory.
Further, the majority of interview narratives revealed a perceived tension between grassroots practitioners and upper-level policy makers. As is often the case in
administrative hierarchies, grassroots practitioners believe that since they are closest
to the action, they are best able to determine which activities are essential. A Belfast
community-group leader provided a relevant example of this issue:
But there very definitely was an issue about the fit between those who
compiled the criteria and those of us who are actually working on the
ground. A very good example of this would be, for instance, they seem
to be concerned about what we call the “bums on seats”—that numbers
seemed to be a criteria—how many people are you reaching, influencing,
when in fact change may not necessarily come back numerically; indeed
it may be more important sometimes to reach a few key people than it is
to reach the masses.
The majority of interviews revealed that a fear of not receiving funding sometimes leads applicants to align their planned project work with funding criteria as
opposed to the actual peacebuilding needs of the local community. A Border-region
participant described the difficulties experienced when funding criteria interfered
with the most important work:
Sometimes it’s hard because sometimes you can put in a proposal or an
application and it has to match the criteria rather that the piece of work
that needs to be done. And where we would be truthful about the work
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that needs to be done rather than match the criteria, we would try and
aim to focus on the work.
Another community-group leader from Derry perceived the funding criteria as
dictating what type of project work was being conducted in Derry:
At times it almost feels like people chase the funding, shape it into what
that funding application is, as opposed to seek money to do the project
they want to do . . .
As a consequence, work not relevant to the peacebuilding needs of a particular
context may in fact consume valuable funding.
Other participants expressed a concern that organizations were meeting the
criteria on paper, but were unable to fulfill the funding criteria when implementing
the project. A Belfast community-group leader gave details as follows:
Sometimes that resulted in people often affirming the criteria or offering
to deliver a program that was way beyond their capacity—otherwise they
would not have been touched—and then consequently not being able to
deliver it and that sort of led to funding being withdrawn, and on some
occasions it led to a lack of credibility.
Further, a majority of the applicants perceived that they simply had to use the “language of the funder” in order to secure funding, and, as a consequence, those good at
filling out application forms were receiving funding regardless of the quality of their
actual project work.
However, one-third of the participants identified constructive aspects of the
extensive funding criteria. According to one community-group leader from County
Monaghan, the complex criteria requirements of the application process highlighted peacebuilding needs within her community that would otherwise have been
overlooked:
Actually the fact that we did put our community development needs
through the Peace process funds probably highlighted an area of need
that we weren't aware of—being the needs of the Protestant community
in Monaghan. In that regard the Peace program would have helped us
identify something that was a problem in Monaghan that we didn't feel
existed.
Further, a Belfast civil servant perceived that the stringent application criteria guard
against, and are an actual response to, the presence of corruption and apathy in the
funded community groups. She believed that maintaining high expectations for
work done with fund money would result in high-quality outcomes.
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Funding criteria also determine the types of projects undertaken in Northern
Ireland. Over half of the participants perceived funding criteria as fixating on “bricksand-mortar” projects. An administrator from a community group in Derry echoed
the belief that IFI funding in particular was more interested in building projects than
reconciliation projects:
We have tried to, in a sense, get some sort of feel for the type of project
that we would be capable of delivering which might meet IFI criteria.
The kind of feedback we get is that unless it is a fairly major bricks-andmortar-type project, the IFI money is not really there.
However, an IFI civil servant from Belfast stated that his organization was now in the
process of implementing new strategies focused on reconciliation-directed criteria:
It basically attempts to reorient the funds work with a stronger focus on
reconciliation and on tackling real economic disadvantage . . . . It would
be stronger on reconciliation things.
Twenty participants representing minority groups and women’s groups expressed
concern that funding criteria restricted their access to needed resources. A director of
a Derry women’s community group expressed concern over the apparent decrease in
money available for women’s groups—particularly noticeable in the discontinuation
of funding for child care and the increased need to lobby for funding:
The other problem with Peace II extension is that they got rid of the
women's strand—and it's been very difficult. Well, more or less, there was
a lot of lobbying to put it in, the child care element got cut. It has been
made very difficult for women.
She perceived the decrease in funding as a backlash against the extensive funding
already received by women’s groups because of their highly organized and professional status.
Another community-group leader from Belfast expressed concern that funding
criteria focused solely on the Protestant and Catholic communities while ignoring
other minority groups that had also suffered through the Troubles:
When my boss applied for the funding, she had to put up a struggle
and a fight to get recognition of the fact that there are more than two
communities here in Northern Ireland. Ethnic minorities have lived
through the Troubles, have been affected by the Troubles, and should be
part of any sort of new peace building initiatives.
Grassroots community peacebuilding and sustainable development projects are
bound to both funders’ stringent and abstract criteria and buzz words rather than the
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pragmatic needs of both communities. As a result, community-group leaders follow
the gravy train, resulting in escalating tensions between the funding agencies and the
grassroots.
Bureaucratic Processes
Efficient bureaucratic structures facilitate the timely flow of resources from funding
organizations such as the EU Peace II fund to community groups on the ground in
Northern Ireland. However, evidence from the majority of participant interviews indicates that the current bureaucratic structures of the funding agencies need streamlining to better serve peacebuilding requirements in conflict-affected communities.
The following discussion highlights some concerns voiced in the interviews.
Several participants argued that the current bureaucratic structures are making
funding inaccessible for small groups—particularly ones staffed by volunteers and
part-time administration staff. One community-group leader from Belfast believed
that operating within an excessively bureaucratic environment puts undue strain on
a small organization’s capacity. He explained in the following way:
I think it was bureaucratic—top heavy. The criteria definitely, at times, did
not fit the reality of the ground. I think sometimes they withdrew from
the very important organizations who did not have the administrative
strength to sustain that kind of bureaucratic level . . . . So I have no idea
how smaller organizations with staff on a volunteer basis—part-time
administrative—I have no idea how they did it.
Some specific areas of concern for small organizations were the overly ambitious
auditing and project evaluation processes. A number of participants expressed frustration with the number of project reports required and the exceedingly stringent
accounting procedures, which sometimes engender a vicious cycle of funding dependency. A community-group leader from County Fermanagh clarified this point in
the following way:
When that money generates an employee, the paid employee is so tied
up in actually dealing with the bureaucracy that the immediate thing for
them is to secure more money to employ another employee to do what
they were supposed to do. That is cascaded down the line.
The criteria-setting process affects smaller community organizations further.
One participant from County Cavan postulated that the funding bureaucracy produces overly academic criteria inaccessible to many smaller community
organizations:
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I think it is very academic. I think you have a group of politicians and
academics that sit in a room . . . . It is filtering down through all these
bureaucratic departments and it is all academics and bureaucratic and
it's all very academic language.
Numerous participants argued that increased bureaucratic control over the
funding process needs to be placed in the hands of local communities. Current levels
of centralized control from administrative centres in Europe and Belfast were perceived to cause serious problems. A member of a community partnership in Belfast
suggested that bureaucrats are not able to understand the complex situation that
community groups face in their work:
If you look at a lot of the people administrating money, they don't have
that background. They are not aware of the subtle nuances, they are not
aware of the complexities, they are not aware of the risks.
This lack of understanding and knowledge lessens the authenticity and value of
project evaluation. For example, a community-group worker from County Cavan
viewed project evaluators as trying to “squeeze a square peg into a round hole” since
actual project objectives often cannot neatly fit into pre-determined project criteria.
Further, community groups have to engage in the growing practice of hiring evaluative consultants to complete project reports. For example, according to a participant
from Derry, many consultants described project work in a manner that pleased the
ears of the funding bureaucracy but did nothing to describe the achievements and
struggles of the project work.
Over half of the respondents declared that inefficient bureaucratic structures
decrease the expediency of the funding process. Applications for funding that are
not processed in a timely manner can severely strain small community organizations.
A community-group leader from County Monaghan described the financial burden
endured during the application process:
Once they started to drag their heels in releasing funding—that
means a voluntary community group will collapse. People will drop
out of it and then the liability on directors of the community group
is awesome . . . .
A second participant from County Cavan explained the situation further:
You end up in debt before you can draw down the money because you
have to spend a certain amount . . . . A lot of groups end up getting in
debt, taking out bank loans or overdrafts.
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Similarly, according to a community-group leader from County Fermanagh, the
huge bureaucratic hierarchy consumes sizable amounts of valuable money to cover
administrative costs:
If you really look at it, it is sort of an inverted iceberg where there are
huge rafts of accountants and project evaluators that don't appear on the
upfront. But somebody is paying for all that behind the scenes—and that
is lost money as far as I am concerned. So I am deeply concerned about
the huge administrative costs behind Peace funding . . . .
Some study participants, however, viewed the bureaucracy in a more positive
light. A community-group leader from County Monaghan maintained that bureaucracy is key in ensuring financial accountability among small community groups:
There has to be monitoring, there has to be good practice in the spending
of public and European money.
While recognizing the importance of establishing accountability and transparency
in the effort to avoid corruption, a Belfast community-group leader called for greater
efficiency:
So I absolutely understand the ethical necessity for accountability. I
think somebody looking at it objectively could probably offer a more
transparent model but less cumbersome at the same.
One way to increase funding efficiency is to increase accessibility to funds for local
community groups via intermediary funding bodies:
Previously, European funding had been administered and led by
government departments and were by nature, then, inaccessible to local
community groups on the ground. The idea of continuing to use some
government departments but also using the idea of an intermediary
funding body can bridge between local communities and the European
pot. That made the European fund, in particular, very, very accessible to
local communities.
By alleviating bureaucratic hindrances and increasing accessibility to much needed
funding at the community level, intermediary funding bodies can help the funding
bureaucracy serve a crucial role in the peacebuilding process.
Discussion and Conclusions
A dominant trend since the early 1990s has been the growth in the number of community group-initiated projects attempting to bring down conflict-induced barriers
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to dialogue and reconciliation in Northern Ireland.15 Funding from the IFI and the
EU Peace II programme is seen to facilitate the ability of local community groups
to address ongoing community-level tensions.16 However, in order to access funding
for their peacebuilding work, local community groups are required to navigate a
daunting maze of bureaucratic requirements. This study considers the perceptions
of community-group leaders regarding the funding application process.
Four main conclusions flow from analysis of the participants’ responses. First,
the competitive nature of the application process was seen to exclude viable community groups from needed funding. Smaller community groups staffed by volunteers
were perceived as default losers in the zero-sum funding competition. According to
the study’s community-group leaders, the disqualification of smaller groups stems
from the applications’ governmental aid and development jargon requirements.
Inaccessible bureaucratic jargon will naturally bias application success in favour of
groups with relatively well-educated staffs. As the rural “brain-drain” carries welleducated staff toward bigger, well-resourced groups in larger urban administrative
centres, remote conflict-affected communities may have difficulty recruiting appropriate staff. Further hindering groups staffed by volunteers are the burdensome and
incompatible time requirements of the application procedures. Sadly, a majority of
community-group leaders saw staff gifted with “on-the-street” peacebuilding skills
being consumed by the desk-work requirements of the application process.
A participant from County Cavan hinted at a possible solution by suggesting an interdependent, as opposed to competitive, model in accessing funding. An
interdependent, organic model would provide incentives for community groups to
cooperate in joint funding applications and project implementation. Joint application by a partnership of smaller groups would increase the capacity to hire skilled
administrative staff while freeing volunteers to pursue their envisioned peacebuilding work.
Second, and perhaps addressing the first conclusion, applicants require
accessible and attentive application support services. Provision of ample field
development officers to smaller community organizations may greatly assist in
cutting through the bureaucratic jungle and deciphering bureaucratic terminology
on application forms. Further, field development officers may address perceived
deficiencies in project criteria by helping community groups sift practical project
requirements from the overly abstract criteria. Perhaps stemming from superior
community-support structures refined in times of oppression, many Catholic Nationalist communities were generally seen by most interviewees to outpace their
Protestant Unionist counterparts in the funding competition. Making certain that
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Protestant Unionist communities receive appropriate support services may ensure
the equitable disbursal of funding.
Third, a majority of community-group leaders felt that project criteria should be
less rigid and more flexible. Community projects effective in peacebuilding work will
recognize the complexity of conflict in Northern Ireland.17 Because conflict dynamics may differ from community to community, flexible project criteria will avoid the
perceived need to coerce desired project outcomes into unfitting criteria. Further,
increased project-criteria flexibility may ease the perceived tension between grassroots practitioners and upper-level policy makers by creating an atmosphere where
applicants do not feel forced into dishonesty and are free to describe their projects
with authenticity. However, it is understandable that funding bodies set strict criteria
to ensure that peacebuilding goals are achieved. Having a set of stringent project
criteria may reduce the temptation to dive from messy relational peacebuilding work
into the safety of “bricks-and-mortar”-type projects.
Fourth, many community-group leaders described an urgent need for bureaucratic streamlining. Again, smaller organizations, especially those with volunteer
staff, appear to be withering under the overly zealous reporting, auditing, and evaluation requirements of the funding bureaucracy. Further, several participants called
for a decentralization of bureaucratic control and increased conferment of funding
control to local communities. In contrast, however, for some community-group leaders, a “middle-tier” bureaucratic mechanism, made up of field development officers
and intermediary funding bodies, could streamline the bureaucracy by improving
accessibility for grassroots organizations to funding support.18
In conclusion, the Northern Ireland case study shows that accessible application procedures, appropriate criteria, and streamlined bureaucratic processes must be
established if the most necessary and fruitful community-group peacebuilding work
is to access much needed economic aid.
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